Sample 1/3 - Script & Storyboard for Remotiq
AUDIO
Anna: Hello there. I’m Anna. To
purchase my wedding dress, I
looked through all the stores of
my small hometown of
Springfield, Oregon, but no luck.

So I went to Paris, then Milan,
then New York, London, and
finally I found the perfect dress
in a boutique in Tokyo. And I’m
over the moon with it!
And you’ll never guess, but I did
all this without hopping on a
single flight, or stepping foot in
any of those cities.
How is it possible? With
Remotiq!
Robert: I’m from Chicago, but
Alejandro is shopping for me in
Madrid.

Sarah: I’m in Birmingham, but
Josephine is shopping for me in
Paris.

Anna: All on a high definition
video call. The Remotiq smart
search helped me find a store I
was interested in, and Remotiq
connected me with Koyuki, a
local shopper in Tokyo.
Robert: Remotiq connects
anyone who needs to shop for
something, with an army of local
shopping experts anywhere in
the world. They speak your
language, and the local
language.

VIDEO

Anna: You can even have
multiple shopping experts on the
same video conference, to
contrast and compare items.

Robert: Remotiq brings
everything together in a simple,
user-friendly interface with a
smart search of stores, risk-free
payment, and built-in, one-click
video conferencing.
Anna: Now anyone can shop the
top labels and new collections
from the hottest young
designers who aren’t even
available locally.
Sarah: Remotiq is a virtual
shopping experience that will
provide you with a virtually
unlimited product range.

Anna: Visit almost any boutique
in the world – from the comfort
or your own home or office with Remotiq!

Sample 2/3 - Script & Written Storyboard for AnyTimes
AUDIO

VIDEO

Life can be pretty stressful for the
average bear under pressure of piled up
work and chores.

WORRIED BEAR lies in bed at night, shaking and sweating in
fear.

This bear, he just launched his own
business, which would be wildly
successful – if he didn’t have to spend so
much time doing everything himself. He
has no time and no money. As a
consequence, he struggles to attract new

SMALL BUSINESS BEAR sits at a desk piled high with
papers. He talks on two phones, types on his computer at the
same time.
He drops everything and holds his head in frustration.

customers with his limited budget.
This bear, he lives in a local region and
has terrific skills, but finds that searching
for freelance work is becoming more
problematic. And he watches helplessly,
unable to unleash his full potential. He
always wishes if he could find suitable
jobs on a website.

SAD BEAR sits on a park bench with a laptop on his lap. He
watches as cars and people race by.

This bear, she thinks that if you want to
do something right, you’ve got to do it
yourself. But she is too busy with work
and family chores. No time to enjoy her
family, travel, or relax. She always wishes
she could borrow cat’s hands or had more
than 24hours a day.

BUSY BEAR works from three computers in her kitchen as
she makes a meal.

Then there’s this bear. He enjoys his
flexible life style working
anytime/anywhere utilizing his greatest
skills. He enjoys surfing and travel in his
spare time.

HAPPY BEAR lays on a beach, sunglasses on, paws behind
head and happy as can be.

And there’s this bear. She is busy with
work and chores but she looks very
happy and has adequate time to spend
with her family and friends all the time.

BUSY BEAR 2 eats dinner with her happy family.

What’s their secret?

Happy Bear and Busy Bear 2 smile. A text caption reads
“What’s their secret?”

They found Any Times, a refreshing way
for business owners and skilled
professionals to connect for any task
imaginable.

A laptop with the AnyTimes logo/homepage slides into view.
Happy Bear and Busy Bear 2 shake paws.

House cleaning, DIY jobs, smartphone
repair, data entry, web development,
party performers, and proposal help…you
name it. We have more than 48
categories! Professionals in your region
will help your request within your budget.

Icons for each task mentioned – and more – slide into view.
Mop and bucket, hammer and saw, a smartphone, computer
keyboard, party hat and confetti, documents, courier package,
paint brush and can of paint, a camera, etc.

Any Times is safe, and serious about
quality control. It screens professionals
through their IDs and through voluntary
phone interviews.

12 WORKER BEARS hover in the screen. Two glow red, then
slide off into a trash bucket that pops into view in the lower
right of the frame.

Any Times will send an alert to
professionals when you post a task,
making it easy to get a job done, and
easy to find new customers without high
advertisement cost if you’re that skilled
professional.

Sad Bear (now happy) sits on his park bench. His laptop
dings, and he closes it and hustles away.

A squirrel hops onto the bench next to him, points and laughs
at him, then scampers away.
Sad Bear types up his laptop, worried.

Her HUSBAND and two KID BEARS sit at the table, hungry
and impatient.

Any Times is the ultimate bridge between
those that need tasks done, and the local
professionals that can do them.

Sad Bear (still happy) arrives at the house of an OLD BEAR.
Old Bear shakes paws with him, then points to his neglected
garden.
Sad Bear happily heads for a collection of nearby gardening
tools.

Employers, meet the professionals in your Zoom out to reveal a row of 3 houses and 2 office buildings.
area whenever you need them.
EMPLOYER BEARS all open their doors, and HAPPY
Professionals, meet your employers.
WORKER BEARS arrive.
Try Any Times today, and revolutionize
the way you do business!

A fast zoom up into sky, overlooking the city. The streets and
houses spell “Any Times.”

Sample 3/3 - Script for MealEasy
Does Eating Out Make Sense?
There are plenty of reasons to go out for lunch. We’re busy, we’ve got work to do, other things to think
about. Eating out is more convenient, and leaving food to the food experts is better than managing the
daily chore ourselves.
Or is it? Does eating out on a regular basis actually make any sense?
The answer is absolutely not. It’s far more expensive, and far less convenient than you might think. And
it’s far less healthy.
Think about all that time you spend standing in line, five days a week, for food that often contains hidden,
cheap, or unhealthy ingredients designed to keep you addicted to it; food that passes through the hands
of strangers; food in which the cost of labor, the building’s rent, utilities and advertising are all priced in.
Now compare that to one simple trip to the grocery store per week, and a couple of minutes in the
evening, or in the morning, preparing lunch yourself. You can choose the highest quality ingredients. No
one else touches it. And you end up saving boat loads of money.
The real problem that most of us face is that we’re not top chefs, and it’s a pain in the neck to constantly
think up good, healthy recipes – right?
Not at all.
That’s what the MealEasy program is all about. Streamlining and automating all of the thinking that goes
into meal prep, and providing no-brainer recipes to put delicious, healthy meals that you love on your
plate, every day.
Like this chicken salad sandwich, for example, which requires less that 3 minutes of prep time. 30 cents
for the two slices of bread, 70 cents for the two slices of chicken, and 50 cents for the portions of lettuce,
tomato, onion, celery, mayo & mustard.
That’s just $1.50.

The same sandwich, made with cheaper ingredients by the hands of strangers, costs you $5.50 if eating
out. Not to mention the time and energy commuting and waiting in line.
Okay, 4 bucks isn’t the end of the world. But over a year? Or a lifetime? We’re talking a lot of money, and
consuming a lot of substandard food that burdens your health.
Now does eating out all of the time really make sense?
At Meal Easy, our experienced team of top chefs and nutrition experts have worked hard to give you the
simple tools you need to be healthier, happier, and save money. And even those with no experience in the
kitchen whatsoever will be surprised by how effortless it is to make 5 star meals.
Try Meal Easy today, and revolutionize your relationship to food!

